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Two approaches for the study of mechanical systems with non-holonomic con-
straints are presented: d’Alembertian mechanics and variational (vakonomic)
mechanics. The first one is equivalent to the d’Alembert principle and the second
comes from a variational principle. In order to develop the two approaches,
d’Alembertian and vakonomic trajectories are introduced. A generalized version of
the classical Liouville theorem for the conservation of volume is proved in the
context of d’Alembertian mechanics. A characterization for the notions of regular
and singular curves is presented. The flow corresponding to the regular vakonomic
trajectories is Hamiltonian.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
There are two well known approaches for the study of the classical non-
holonomic mechanics: the so called d ’Alembertian non-holonomic mechanics
and the variational non-holonomic (vakonomic) mechanics. In both cases
there is a configuration space represented by a connected C Riemannian
manifold (Mn, g) and a (non-holonomic) constraint defined by a smooth
(non-integrable) distribution D/TM with constant rank m, 0<m<n. The
metric g, also denoted by ( , ) , defines the LeviCivita connection and the
kinetic energy K: TM  R given by K(!)= 12 (!, !) , ! # TM; the potential
energy is a smooth function V: M  R that will define the conservative field
of external forces. The trajectories are absolutely continuous curves
q: t # [a0 , a1]/R  q(t) # M (q # H1(M, [a0 , a1])), such that q* (t)=
Tq
dt (t)
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# D for a.e t # [a0 , a1]; one uses to say that the trajectories are curves in
H1(M , [a0 , a1]) compatible with the distribution (q # H 1(M, D, [a0 , a1])).
In order to develop the two approaches, d’Alembertian and vakonomic
trajectories are defined in Section 3 where we compare the two kinds of
curves, properly.
In d’Alembertian non-holonomic mechanics, studied in Section 4, the
trajectories satisfy the so called d ’Alembert principle that states (see [C],
[FO], [MP], [CF], [Ko]): the difference between the acceleration {t q* of
the trajectory q=q(t) and the external force (&grad V )(q(t)) is orthogonal
to Dq(t) for all t # [a0 , a1] (here {t is the covariant derivative of the
LeviCivita connection and grad V is defined by dV( } )=(grad V, } ) ); the
main results are Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 below where the first gives
the equations of motion and the second is a generalized version, for
d’Alembertian non-holonomic mechanics, of the famous Liouville theorem
relative to the conservation of volume.
Section 5 deals with the structures of Hilbert manifolds of some special
sets called D-spaces, mainly H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0) (resp. H1(M, D, [a0 , a1],
m0 , m1)) that is the set of all absolutely continuous curves q: [a0 , a1]  M,
compatible with D such that q(a0)=m0 # M ( resp. q(a0)=m0 , q(a1)=
m1 # M) and it is also considered the corresponding evaluation map ev1 :
H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0)  M, ev1(q)=q(a1). The regular and critical points
of the smooth map ev1 lying in ev&11 (m1)=H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) are
called regular and singular curves, respectively, associated to the value m1
of ev1 . The singular curves are characterized in Proposition 5.2 and they do
not depend on the Riemannian metric g (see Remark 5.1).
The variational non-holonomic (vakonomic) mechanics works with
trajectories that are determined by a variational approach; in fact each
vakonomic trajectory corresponding to the data (M, K, D, V ) is a station-
ary point of a Lagrangian functional L given by L(q)=a1a0 [
1
2 &q* &
2&
V(q)] dt; L is defined in the Hilbert manifold H1(M, [a0 , a1]) and is
restricted to the subset H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) where q(a0)=m0 ,
q(a1)=m1 (see Section 3). The regular stationary points of L are the
vakonomic trajectories that correspond to some presentations already con-
sidered, more recently, in the literature (see [AKN], [VG], [CF], and
[Z]). The second order ordinary differential equation for the regular
vakonomic trajectories is derived in Proposition 6.1 and it defines a flow of
a Hamiltonian vector field on the manifold TM=D_M D= (see Proposition
6.2); so the solutions of that vector field are, then, of the type (q* (t), P(t))
where q* (t) # Dq(t) and P(t) # D=q(t) , for all t # [a0 , a1], q=q(t) being a
regular vakonomic trajectory. Locally, the components of P(t) correspond
to the classical Lagrange multipliers (see [AKN], [VG], [CF], [Z]).
For the sake of motivation and completeness we would like to mention
that if we restrict ourselves to a free dynamics i.e., if the potential energy
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function V is zero, the non-holonomic mechanics is related with some
geometric studies and concepts: d’Alembertian mechanics with the so called
D-geodesic flows and vakonomic mechanics with sub-Riemannian
geometry. A study on D-geodesic flows and the construction of examples
of partially hyperbolic and Anosov flows, including an application to semi-
simple Lie groups, is presented in [CKO]. For an exposition on
sub-Riemannian geometry and its relation with other domains of mathe-
matics, see [Ku]. Finally, we remark that some of the results of the present
paper can be extended to more general Lagrangian functionals and also to
non-linear constraints (see [AKN], [MP], [Ko], [VG], [CF],[Z]).
Before concluding this introduction, since Mechanics is not just an
abstract mathematical theory but is relevant to many practical problems, it
is only appropriate to ask the following question: does nature follow the
d’Alembert or the vakonomic mechanics? A. D. Lewis and R. M. Murray,
from CalTec, have performed careful experiments to address this question.
They present their results in the paper [LM] and show that with the
addition of friction terms to the d’Alembertian (non-holonomic in their
terminology) model, there is a reasonable agreement between the
experimental data and theoretical computations. The theoretical content of
the paper [LM] is very much related to ours. Its setting is more ‘‘mechani-
cal’’ and less coordinate free than ours. The constraints in [LM] are more
general being ‘‘affine’’ instead of just linear as in the present paper. On the
other hand the singular curves (Section 5.2 and Proposition 5.2), a typical
occurence of the linear constraints, are not mentioned in [LM].
2. NOTATIONS AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
M will denote a smooth connected paracompact manifold and
g: TM  R+ a smooth Riemannian metric on M, also represented as
g(w)=(w, w); TM (resp. T*M) denotes the tangent (resp. cotangent)
bundle of M and ?TM : TM  M, ?T*M : T*M  M the associated projec-
tions. Smooth means C or real analytic (C|). { will denote the
LeviCivita covariant differentiation operator associated to the Riemannian
manifold (M, g). Finally, K= 12 g will be called the kinetic energy of (M, g).
Definition 2.1. A mechanical system with non-holonomic constraints
on (M, g) will be a quadruple (M, K, D, V ) where D is a constant rank
smooth non integrable distribution (that is, a vector subbundle of TM) and
a smooth function V: M  R called the potential energy. D represents the
non-holonomic constraint.
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D= will denote the distribution orthogonal complement of D with
respect to g. We have the direct sum decomposition TM=DD= and
PD , PD= will denote the associated orthogonal projections on D, D=
respectively.
Definition 2.2. The Lagrangian function L: TM  R of the system
(M, K, D, V ) is given by L(w)=K(w)&V(?TM(w)), w # TM.
2.1. Some Hilbert Manifolds
H1(M) will denote the space of all curves q: J  M, J an interval, which
are absolutely continuous and the function t # J [ K( Tqdt (t)) is locally
integrable.
For a0 , a1 # R, a0<a1 , let H 1(M, [a0 , a1]) denote the subset of H1(M)
of all curves q: [a0 , a1]  M contained in H1(M). Given m0 , m1 # M,
H1(M, [a0 , a1], m0) (resp. H1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)) is the subset of
H1(M, [a0 , a1]) of all curves q such that q(a0)=m0 (resp. q(a0)=m0 ,
q(a1)=m1). Clearly H1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)/H 1(M, [a0 , a1], m0).
It is well known that H1(M, [a0 , a1]) is a Hilbert manifold and
H1(M, [a0 , a1], m0) , H1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 ,m1) are submanifolds of it. If q #
H1(M, [a0 , a1]), the tangent space TqH1(M, [a0 , a1]) to H1(M, [a0 , a1])
at q is the space of all H1 sections ’ of the vector bundle q*TM  [a0 , a1]
where q*TM is the pull back of the tangent bundle ?TM : TM  M by q.
This corresponds to the set of all H1 curves ’: [a0 , a1]  TM such that
?TM b ’=q. If q # H 1(M, [a0 , a1], m0) (resp. H1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)),
then TqH 1(M, [a0 , a1], m0) (resp. Tq H 1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)) is the sub-
space of all ’ # TqH 1(M, [a0 , a1]) such that ’(a0)=0q(a0) (resp. ’(a0)=
0q(a0) , ’(a1)=0q(a1)). Here 0m , for m # M, is the zero of the space TmM. The
manifold H1(M, [a0 , a1]) is endowed with the Riemannian metric G: if
’ # TqH 1(M, [a0 , a1]), then G(’)=a1a0 g(’(t)) dt.
2.2. Lagrangian Functional
The Lagrangian function L: TM  R defines a Lagrangian functional
L: H1(M, [a0 , a1])  R by L(q)=a1a0 L(
Tq
dt ) dt. L is smooth.
2.3. The D-spaces
Let us introduce the following subset of H1(M, [a0 , a1]):
H 1(M, D, [a0 , a1])
={q # H 1(M, [a0 , a1]) } Tqdt (t) # Dq(t) for almost all t # [a0 , a1]= .
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We define also:
H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0)=H 1(M, [a0 , a1], m0) & H1(M, D, [a0 , a1]),
H 1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)=H 1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)
& H1(M, D, [a0 , a1]).
Finally if q # H1(M, [a0 , a1]) we set
H1Dq([a0 , a1])=[’ # TqH 1(M, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)) | ’(t) # Dq(t)
for all t # [a0 , a1]].
3. D’ALEMBERT VERSUS VAKONOMICS
We start with the definitions of d’Alembertian and vakonomic
trajectories and after that we make a comparison between them.
3.1. d ’Alembertian Trajectories
Let q # H1(M, D, [a0 , a1]). q is called a d’Alembertian trajectory of the
mechanical system with constraints (M, K, D, V ) if the differential dL(q)
of L at q annihilates the subspace H1Dq([a0 , a1]) of TqH 1(M, [a0 , a1],
q(a0), q(a1)).
3.2. Vakonomic Trajectories
Let q # H1(M, D, [a0 , a1]). q is called a vakonomic trajectory of the
mechanical system with constraints (M, K, D, V ) if q is a stationary point
for the restriction of L to the subset H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)) of
H1(M, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)). Note that this means: for any C1 curve
* # ]&=, =[ [ Q* # H1(M, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)), =>0, such that (i)
Q0=q, (ii) Q* # H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)), then dd* (L(Q*))|*=0=0.
3.3. Comparison of These Trajectories
As we will see in Section 5, it may happen that H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], q(a0),
q(a1)) is not a submanifold of H 1(M, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)). But if q is a
smooth point of H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)) then the tangent space
TqH 1(M, D, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)) of H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)) at q
is not H1Dq([a0 , a1]) unless D is integrable. In that case H1(M, D,
[a0 , a1], q(a0), q(a1)) is always a submanifold and for any q # H1(M, D,
[a0 , a1], m0 , m1) we have that
TqH1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)=H1Dq([a0 , a1]).
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4. D’ALEMBERTIAN NON-HOLONOMIC MECHANICS
4.1. The Total Second Fundamental Form of a Distribution
We define a bilinear vector bundle morphism BD : TM_M D  D=
where TM_M D is the fiber product of the bundles TM and D and D= is
the distribution orthogonal complement of D with respect to g; let (X , Y )
# TmM_Dm and choose two germs of vector fields at m X, Y, so that
X(m)=X , Y(m)=Y and Y # D (that means Y is a germ of section of D).
Then
BD(X , Y ) :=PD=[({X Y )(m)]. (4.1)
This does not depend on the choice of X and Y.
Lemma 4.1. Let X, Y, P be three germs of vector fields of M at the point
m # M such that Y # D and P # D=. Then the number ({X P, Y )(m) depends
on the values X(m), Y(m), P(m), only.
Proof. If X$, Y$, P$ are three other germs at m # M such that X$(m)=
X(m), Y$(m)=Y(m), P$(m)=P(m), Y$ # D and P$ # D=, then
({X $ P$, Y$)(m)&({XP, Y )(m)
=({X $&X P$, Y$)(m)+({X (P$&P), Y )(m)+({XP, Y$&Y )(m).
Since (X$&X )(m)=0 and (Y$&Y )(m)=0, the first and third terms at
the right hand side are zero. On the other hand, P$&P= fj Pj where the
fj are germs of smooth functions vanishing at m # M and the Pj are germs
at m # M of local vector fields Pj spanning D=. Then
[{X (P$&P)](m)=: (Xfj)(m) Pj (m)+: fj (m)({XPj)(m)
=: (Xf j)(m) Pj (m) # D=.
So, ({X (P$&P), Y )(m)=0 because Y # D. K
Remark 4.1. If D is integrable, the restriction of BD to D_M D is just
the classical second fundamental form of the leaves of the foliation defined
by D.
Proposition 4.1. A curve q # H1(M, D, [a0 , a1]) is a d ’Alembertian
trajectory if, and only if, it is smooth and satisfies the second order equation
{t
Tq
dt
+PD grad V(q0)=BD \Tqdt ,
Tq
dt + (4.2)
(here {t={Tq
dt
).
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Corollary 4.1. The d ’Alembertian trajectories are the projections on M
of the trajectories of a spray.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let q # H1(M, D, [a0 , a1]). We have the
following expression for the differential
dL(q) : TqH1(M, [a0 , a1], q0 , q1)  R:
if ’ # Tq H1(M, [a0 , a1], q0 , q1), then
dL(q) ’=|
a1
a0 _
Tq(t)
dt
, {t’(t)&(gradV(q(t)), ’(t))& dt.
q will be a d’Alembertian trajectory if, and only if, for all ’ # H1Dq
([a0 , a1]) one has
|
a1
a0 _
Tq(t)
dt
, {t ’(t)&(grad V(q(t)), ’(t))& dt=0.
A classical reasoning shows that this implies that q # H2(M, [a0 , a1])
(see Appendix I). Using integration by parts we get
|
a1
a0 _{t
Tq(t)
dt
, ’(t)+(grad V(q(t)), ’(t))& dt=0,
for all ’ # H1Dq([a0 , a1]). This is equivalent to
PD _{t Tqdt +grad V(q)&=0 a.e on [a0 , a1].
By the definition of the total second fundamental form we know that
PD={t
Tq
dt
=BD \Tqdt ,
Tq
dt + a.e on [a0 , a1].
Hence we get
{t
Tq
dt
+PD grad V(q)=BD \Tqdt ,
Tq
dt + a.e on [a0 , a1]. (4.3)
In fact, Cauchy’s theorem shows that all the solutions of (4.3) are
smooth. K
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Remark 4.2. Equation (4.2) shows that q satisfies the d’Alembert prin-
ciple. In fact, the conservative external force along q=q(t) is equal to
&grad V(q(t)) and so the difference between the acceleration {t
Tq
dt and the
external force is equal to
BD \Tqdt ,
Tq
dt ++PD= grad V(q).
4.2. Invariant Volumes
In order to construct a volume form on D we start, locally, choosing a
special system of coordinates for TM. Let (U, q1, ..., qn) be a local system
of coordinates for M and (|1, ..., |n) be an orthonormal basis of 1-forms.
The sequence
(q1 b ?TM , ..., qn b ?TM , dMq1, ..., dMqn)
of real functions defined on TU=(?TM)&1(U ) is a system of coordinates
for the open set TU of TM; here dM qi denotes the differential of the coor-
dinate function qi: U  R. Let us set q^i =def dMqi: TU  R, and write qi
instead of qi b ?TM , i=1, ..., n, for simplicity. The expressions of the 1-forms
|i (also understood as functions on TU ) are
|i= :
n
j=1
a ij dMq
j= :
n
j=1
a ij q^
j, (4.4)
where a ij : U  R are smooth functions; they induce the functions
|^i: TU  R
|^i =def :
n
j=1
(a ij b ?TM) q^
j, i=1, 2, ..., n (4.5)
and one can also consider new local coordinates for TM:
(TU; q1, ..., qn, |^1, ..., |^n). (4.6)
The vector bundle D is an imbedded subbundle of TM and
D & TU=[vp # TU | |^m+1(vp)= } } } =|^n(vp)=0].
Then the restrictions of q1, ..., qn, |^1, ..., |^m to the open set D & TU define
a local system of coordinates for D on D & TU; by consequence a volume
form on D & TU is defined by the restriction |~ to D & TU of the (m+n)-
form
|=|1 7 } } } 7 |n 7 dTM|^1 7 } } } 7 dTM|^m, (4.7)
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where each |i, in (4.7), means ?*TM|i, the pull-back of |i to TU; so, from
(4.4)
|i$?*TM|i= :
n
j=1
(a ij b ?TM) dTM(q
j b ?TM), i=1, ..., n. (4.8)
To obtain a (global) volume form on D one needs to assume that D is
orientable as manifold. One way to obtain it is the following:
Definition 4.1. A distribution D of constant rank m on a manifold M n
is orientable if there exists a differentiable exterior (n&m)-form 9 on M
such that, for any q # M and z1 , ..., zn&m # D=q then 9q(z1 , ..., zn&m){0 if,
and only if, (z1 , ..., zn&m) is basis of D=q .
Remark that in the codimension one case (m=n&1), D orientable is
equivalent to the existence of a globally defined unitary vector field N,
orthogonal to Dq , \q # M.
Proposition 4.2. The (local ) volume form |~ defined on D & TU by
formula (4.7) is invariant under the flow of the vector field X induced by the
fundamental Eq. (4.2) if, and only if, the trace of BD=(D=_M D=) vanishes
(BD= is the total second fundamental form of D=). If D is orientable, |~ can
be extended to a global volume on D.
Proof. Let q0 : [a0 , a1]  U/M be a solution of equation (4.2)
and z0=(Tq0(t))dt$(q0 , q* 0): [a0 , a1]  TU its canonical lifting. Then
qi (z0)=q i0(t), q^
i (z0)=q* i0(t), |^
:(z0)=|:(q0 ; q* 0)=0, :=m+1, ..., n and
d|^i
dt
(z0)=
d| i
dt
(q0 ; q* 0)=& :
m
j=1
| ij(q* 0) |
j (q* 0), 1im (see [C]).
We have | ij=
n
k=1 A
i
kj |
k where A ikj+A
j
ki=0, then
d|^i (z0)
dt
=& :
m
j, k=1
A iki (q0) |
k(q* 0) | j (q* 0)
=& :
m
j, k=1
A ikj (?TM (z0)) |^
k(z0) |^ j (z0).
Let us write simply A ikj instead of A
i
kj b ?TM ; we know that the liftings
above are the trajectories of the vector field X on D considered in the
statement of the Proposition and is expressed in local coordinates
(q1, ..., qn, |^1, ..., |^n) of TU by
X= :
n
i=1
q^ i

qi
& :
m
i=1
:
m
j, k=1
A ikj|^
k|^ j

|^i
. (4.9)
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We want to know in which conditions the volume form |, given by
|=|1 7 } } } 7 |n 7 dTM|^1 7 } } } 7 dTM|^m,
is invariant under X. Let us assume, for a moment, that V=0; we start by
computing the Lie derivative 3(X ) |:
3(X ) |= :
n
i=1
|1 7 } } } 7 3(X ) |i 7 } } } 7 |n 7 dTM|^1 7 } } } 7 dTM|^m
+ :
m
j=1
|1 7 } } } 7 |n 7 dTM|^1 7 , ..., 7 3(X ) dTM |^ j 7 } } }
7 dTM|^m.
To obtain 3(X ) | is enough to compute 3(X ) |i modulo
|1, ..., |i&1, |i+1, ..., |n, dTM|^1, ..., dTM|^m,
and, analogously, to compute 3(X ) dTM|^ j modulo
dTMq1, ..., dTMqn, dTM|^1, ..., dTM |^ j&1, dTM|^ j+1, ..., dTM|^m.
But 3(X ) |i=i(X ) dTM |i+dTM (|i (X ))=i(X ) dTM| i+dTM|^i, so
3(X ) |i#i(X ) dTM|i, i=1, ..., n
(observe that on D we have |^:=0, :=m+1, ..., n).
We also have dTM |i=&nk=1 |
i
k 7 |
k where, with the simplified
notation, |ik and |
k mean {*M| ik and {*M|
k, respectively. Thus
3(X ) |i# & :
n
k=1
| ik(X ) |
k+ :
n
k=1
|k(X ) | ik .
Since | ik=
n
r=1 A
i
rk |
r and A iri=0 (|
i
i=0) for all r, we write
3(X ) |i# :
m
j=1
A iij |
j (X ) |i# :
m
j=1
A iij|^
j|i. (4.10)
On the other hand 3(X ) dTM |^ j=dTM (3(X ) |^ j) and 3(X ) |^ j is the
component of X along |^ j, that is, from (4.9) is equal to &mk, l=1 A
j
kl|^
k|^l,
1 jm. Then
dTM (3(X ) |^ j)=& :
m
k, l=1
A jkl (|^
ldTM|^k+|^kdTM |^l)& :
m
k, l=1
|^k|^ldTMA jkl .
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But dTMA jkl #0 modulo dTMq
1, ..., dTMqn, so
3(X ) dTM|^ j#& :
m
l=1
A jjl |^
ldTM|^ j, (4.11)
because A jkj=0. Finally, from (4.10) and (4.11) we have
3(X ) |=_ :
n
i=1
:
m
j=1
A iij|^
j& :
m
j=1
:
m
l=1
A jjl|^
l& |
and so
3(X ) |=_ :
n
:=m+1
:
m
j=1
A::j |^
j& |. (4.12)
Equation (4.12) shows that 3(X ) |=0 if, and only if,
:
n
:=m+1
A::j=0, j=1, ..., m. (4.13)
The intrinsic interpretation of conditions (4.13) comes from the considera-
tion of the total second fundamental form BD= of the distribution D=. In
fact BD= : TM_M D=  D is given by
BD=(x, y)= :
m
j=1
B j (x, y) X j
and
B j (x, y)=& :
n
:=m+1
| j:(x) |
:( y)= :
n
:=m+1
:
n
;=m+1
A j;:|
;(x) |:( y).
But
trace of B j(D=_M D=)= :
n
:=m+1
B j (X: , X:)= :
n
:=m+1
A j::=& :
n
:=m+1
A::j .
(4.14)
Thus from (4.13) and (4.14) the proof of Proposition 4.2 follows for
V=0. When V{0 we have a similar proof because in that more general
case, denoting the vector field by X(V ), one can write
X(V )= :
n
i=1
q^i

qi
& :
m
j=1
:
m
k, l=1
A jkl |^
k|^l

|^ j
& :
m
j=1
V j

|^ j
,
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where V j=| j (grad V ), j=1, ..., m. Then, clearly, 3(X(V )) |i#
3(X ) |i, i=1, ..., n, and 3(X(V )) |^ j=3(X ) |^ j+V j, j=1, ..., m. So,
3(X(V )) dTM|^ j=3(X ) dTM|^ j+dTMV j; but, we have dTMV j#0 modulo
|1, ..., |n, because V depends only on q. Then 3(X(V )) |=3(X ) | and
the proof is now complete. K
5. STUDY OF THE D-SPACES
Next we shall study the vakonomic trajectories. For this we need a few
facts about the Hilbert manifolds associated to distributions that we
already called the D-spaces.
5.1. The Tangent Spaces of H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0)
For the determination of the tangent structure to H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0)
we need an explicit determination of it as a submanifold of H 1(M, [a0 , a1],
m0). To do this the most convenient way is to imbed the Riemannian
manifold (M, g) isometrically into (RN, & &) where & &2=Ni=1 dx
2
i . This is
possible with a suitable N, by the NashMoser imbedding theorem. For
simplicity of notation we may assume M/RN and, in this case, TM, D
and D= are subsets of M_RN. Let E be the normal bundle over M, that
is, the union E=m # M T =m M/M_R
N where T =m M is the subset of R
N
orthogonal to TmM with respect to the Riemannian manifold (RN, & &). So
we have the direct sum TmMT =m M=R
N for each m # M, and
dim E=N. Take now a tubular neighborhood (T, f ) of M in RN (see [L])
that means a smooth diffeomorphism f: T  0 from a open neighborhood
T of the zero section in E onto an open set 0 in RN, 0#M, such that
f (0m)=m for any zero vector 0m # E, m # M. If ?: M_RN  M is the first
projection, the map p=(? | E) b f &1: 0  M is a projection ( p2= p); the
pair (0, p) also represents the tubular neighborhood of M in RN. The set
0 is called the tube in RN and T is said to be a tube in E; they play the
same role and can be identified by the diffeomorphism f. The open set 0,
M/0/RN, can be endowed with a distribution D where D y , y # 0, is
obtained from Dp( y) /Tp( y)M by translation (in RN). One can also define
on 0 another distribution D = such that D =y /R
N is the orthogonal
complement to D y with respect to (RN, & &), that is, D y D =y =RN.
Denote by P( y): RN  D =y the orthogonal projection. It is clear that
D |M=D and that D
= & TM=D=. Given q0 # H1(0, [a0 , a1], m0), the
compacity of q0([a0 , a1]) implies that there exists a number r>0 such that
if t # [a0 , a1] and x # 0 are such that &q0(t)&x&<r, then the restriction of
P(q0(t)) to D =x /R
N induces an isomorphism D =x  D
=
q0(t)
. Let us denote
by H1L2(D =, [a0 , a1], m0) the space of all equivalent classes of curves
(q, z): [a0 , a1]  D = such that q: [a0 , a1]  0 belongs to H1(0, [a0 , a1],
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m0), and that t # [a0 , a1]  &z(t)&, z(t) # D =q(t) /R
N, is in L2 (we also set
that z # L2(D =q , [a0 , a1])). Consider U/H
1L2(D =, [a0 , a1], m0) as the
subset of all classes (q, z) such that &q(t)&q0(t)&<r for all t # [a0 , a1].
Define
8U : U  H1(RN, [a0 , a1], 0)_L2(D =q0 , [a0 , a1])
as 8U(q, z)=(q$, z$) where q$=q&q0 and for a.e t # [a0 , a1], z$(t) :=
P(q0(t)) z(t) # D q0(t) (so z$ # L
2(D =q0 , [a0 , a1])). Clearly the image of 8U in
the Hilbert space H 1(RN, [a0 , a1], 0)_L2(D =q0 , [a0 , a1]) is an open subset
and the 8U provide an atlas of charts of the manifold structure on
H1L2(D =, [a0 , a1], m0). Define a mapping
6: H1(0, [a0 , a1], m0)  H1L2(D =, [a0 , a1], m0)
as follows: if q # H1(0, [a0 , a1], m0), 6(q) is the equivalence class of
(q, P(q) dqdt ) where z=P(q)
dq
dt is the equivalence class of the curve
t # [a0 , a1] [ z(t)=P(q(t))
dq(t)
dt . One can see that H
1(0, D , [a0 , a1], m0)
=6&1(Z) where Z is the ‘‘zero section,’’ that is, the submanifold of
H1L2(D =, [a0 , a1], m0) defined as Z=[(q, 0q) : q # H1(0, [a0 , a1], m0),
0q(t)=0q(t)] where 0q(t) is the zero of D q(t)=. For simplicity we set as j1q
the equivalence class of (q, P(q) dqdt ). Again let q0 # H
1(0, [a0 , a1], m0) and
let
Tq0 6: Tq0 H
1(0, [a0 , a1], m0)  Tj 1q0 H
1L2(D =, [a0 , a1], m0)
be the tangent mapping of 6 at q0 . The chart (U, 8U) identifies
Tj1q0 H
1L2(D =, [a0 , a1], m0) with the Hilbert space H 1(RN, [a0 , a1], 0)_
L2(D =, [a0 , a1]). Let Vq0 : Tq0 H
1(0, [a0 , a1], m0)  L2(D =, [a0 , a1]) be
the composition of Tq06 with the canonical projection. Let us compute
Vq0(/) for / # Tq0 H
1(0, [a0 , a1], m0); take a C1 curve * # ]&=, =[ 
Q* # H1(0, [a0 , a1], m0) such that Q0=q0 and (TQ* d*) |*=0=
/ # Tq0H
1(0, [a0 , a1], m0)$H1(RN, [a0 , a1], m0). Then
Vq0(/)=P(q0)
d/
dt
+dP(q0)[/]
dq0
dt
.
Cauchy’s theorem tells us that given ’ # L2(D q0 , [a0 , a1], m0) there exists
a / such that
P(q0)
d/
dt
+dP(q0)[/]
dq0
dt
=’
and /(a0)=0. This shows that Vq0 is surjective. Let, now, q0 # H
1(0, D ,
[a0 , a1], m0). Then 6(q0) # Z. But it is easy to see that the space normal
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to Z at 6(q0) is L2(D q0=, [a0 , a1]) in the identification of Tj1q0H
1L2(D =q0 ,
[a0 , a1], m0) with H 1(RN, [a0 , a1], 0)_L2(D =q0 , [a0 , a1]). Hence 6 is
transversal to Z. This shows that, since m0 # M, H 1(0, D , [a0 , a1], m0)=
H1(M, D |M , [a0 , a1], m0) (see Appendix II) is a submanifold of
H1(0, [a0 , a1], m0). If q0 # H 1(M, D , [a0 , a1], m0)=H1(0, D , [a0 , a1],
m0) and if * # ]&=, =[  Q* # H1(0, D , [a0 , a1], m0) is a C1 curve such
that Q0=q0 and (TQ*d*) |*=0=/, then P(q0)
d/
dt =PD={t/ and dP(q0)
[/] dq0 dt=&BD(/, Tq0 dt), where as set, PD= is the orthogonal
projection from the tangent bundle TM of M onto the subbundle D==
D = & TM. Hence we get that Tq0H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0)=Tq0 H
1(0, D ,
[a0 , a1], m0).
Proposition 5.1. The D-space H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0) is a submanifold
of H 1(M, [a0 , a1], m0) and the tangent space Tq0 H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0) at
q0 # H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0) is the set of all J # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1], m0)
(which is isomorphic to the H1 sections of the pull back q*TM of TM by q0)
such that PD={t J=BD(J, Tq0 dt).
5.2. The D-space H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)
H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) is the subset of all curves q # H 1(M, D,
[a0 , a1], m0) such that q(a1)=m1 . Let us denote by ev1 : H1(M, D,
[a0 , a1], m0)  M the smooth map ev1(q)=q(a1); it is clear that ev&11 (m1)
=H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1). So H 1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) is closed in
H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0) and we want to study the possibility of ev&11 (m1) to
be a smooth submanifold of H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0). For a given q0 # H1
(D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1), q0 is a regular point of ev1 (which implies that
ev&11 (m1) will be a submanifold in an open neighborhood of q0 in H
1(D,
[a0 , a1], m0)) if, and only if, the derivative of ev1 at q0 , Tq0 ev1 :
Tq0 H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0)  Tq0(a1) M, is a surjection. If q0 is not regular it
is called a critical point of ev1 and we say often that q0 is a singular curve
(see Remark 5.1, below). Then Tq0 ev1 is not a surjection if, and only if,
there exists a vector w{0 in Tq0(a1)M=Tm1 M such that (J(a1), w) =0 for
all J # Tq0 H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0). In order to analyze this condition we
need some notation: J=J$+J", J$=PD= J, J"=PD J; for Y # Dm , let us
denote by BD(Y ): TmM  D=m the operator BD(Y ) X=BD(X, Y ) and
B*D(Y ): D=m  TmM the adjoint of BD(Y ) with respect to ( , ) , that is, for
any P # D=m and any X # TmM, we have (B*D(Y ) P , X ) =(P , BD(Y ) X ).
Call B*$=PD= B*D , B*"=PD B*D . We also have w=w$+w", w$ # D=m1 and
w" # Dm1 . Let P be the vector field along q0 # H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0) with
values on D=, solution of the Cauchy problem:
PD={t P+B*$(q* 0) P=0, P(a1)=w$.
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Then
(J(a1), w$)=(J(a1), P(a1))=|
a1
a0
[({tJ, P)+(J, {tP)] dt.
But
({t J, P) =(PD=({t J), P) =(BD(J, q* 0), P) =(J, B*D(q* 0) P)
and, so,
(J(a1), P(a1)) =|
a1
a0
(J, {t P+B*D(q* 0) P) dt
=|
a1
a0
(J", PD{tP+BD*"(q* 0) P)dt,
where q* 0=Tq0 dt. Since
0=(J(a1), w)=(J(a1), w$+w")=(J(a1), P(a1)) +(J"(a1), w") ,
we have, for all J # Tq0 H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0):
0=(J"(a1), w") +|
a1
a0
(J", PD{t P+B*"(q* 0) P) dt. (5.1)
But, the J # Tq0 H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0) are characterized by J(a0)=0,
PD={t J=BD(J, q* 0) and this last equation can be written as
PD={t J$&BD(q* 0) J$+PD={t J"&BD(q* 0) J"=0
that shows that J" can be chosen arbitrarily such that J"(a0)=0 and J$ is
then solution of a Cauchy problem. Condition (5.1) above shows that
w"=0 and PD{tP+B*"(q* 0) P=0.
Finally, P is a vector field along q0 with values on D= such that
P(a1)=w$ and {t P+B*D(q* 0) P=0.
Conversely, if there exists such a non-zero P, then for all J # Tq0 H
1(M, D,
[a0 , a1], m0) one has (J(a1), P(a1))=0. Then Tq0 ev1 is not a surjection.
One can state:
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Proposition 5.2. A curve q0 # H 1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) is a critical
point of the evaluation map ev1 if, and only if, there exists a non-zero vector
field P along q0 with values on D= such that {t P+B*D(q* 0) P=0.
Remark 5.1. The curves defined in Proposition 5.2 as critical points of
the evaluation map ev1 are the so called singular curves. One can show that
they not depend on the metric g=( , ) but only on D. To see this let us
introduce the subbundle D0 of the cotangent bundle T*M, annihilator of
D: for m # M, D0m=[z # T*m M : z(v)=0 for all v # Dm]. D
0 is a submanifold
of T*M of dimension 2n&m where m is the rank of D. For each z # D0,
let Kz denote the subspace of the tangent space TzD0 of D0 at z defined as
the kernel of |0(z), |0 being the canonical symplectic 2form on T*M:
p # Kz if for every u # TzD0 one has |0(z)( p, u)=0. A curve q # H 1(M, D,
[a0 , a1], m0 , m1) is singular (that is q is a critical point of ev1) if, and only
if, there exists a curve z: [a0 , a1]  D0, q=?T*M b z, such that for a.e
t # [a0 , a1], Tz(t)dt # Kz(t) .
6. THE VARIATIONAL NON-HOLONOMIC (VAKONOMIC)
MECHANICS
Let q0 be a vakonomic trajectory of a mechanical system with non
holonomic constraints (M, K, D, V ). Assume that q0 is a regular point of
ev1 in H1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1). Then we have
|
a1
a0
[(q* 0 , {t J)&(grad V(q0), J)] dt=0, (6.1)
for all J # Tq0 H
1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1).
The set of all such J is ker D, the kernel of the operator D: Tq0 H
1
(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)  L2(D=q0 , [a0 , a1]), given by
DJ=PD={t J&BD(J, q* 0)=PD= {tJ&BD(q* 0) J.
The annihilator of ker D is the closure of the image of the adjoint D* of D
D*: L2(D=q0 , [a0 , a1])  Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)
relative to the inner products of L2 and H 1; for J, K # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1],
m0 , m1),
(J, K) H 1=|
a1
a0
({t J, {tK) dt.
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Let us compute D*: for J # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) and P # L2(D=q0 ,
[a0 , a1]) we have
(DJ, P) L2=(J, D*P) H 1=|
a1
a0
[({t J, P)&(BD(q* 0) J, P)] dt
so
(DJ, P) L2=|
a1
a0
[({tJ, P)&(J, B*D(q* 0) P)] dt
=|
a1
a0
[({tP&L(P))] dt,
where L(P) is the unique vector field L=L(P) # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) such
that:
(i) {t L=B*D(q* 0) P.
(ii) The vector field KP # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) such that KP(a0)=Om0
and {t KP=P&L(P) verifies KP(a1)=Om1 (see Remark 6.1 below).
We then have (DJ, P)L2=a1a0 ({t J, {tKP) dt and KP # Tq0 H
1(M,
[a0 , a1], m0 , m1). Then D*P=KP . It is clear, from the definition of D*,
that the image ImD* of D* is closed.
Let us come back to q0 ; relation (6.1) and the fact that J(a0)=Om0 and
J(a1)=Om1 , imply
0=|
a1
a0
(q* 0+W, {t J) dt for all J # ker D, (6.2)
where W is the (unique) vector field of Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) such that
(i) {t W= grad V b q0 .
(ii) The vector field U # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) defined by U(a0)=Om0
and {t U=q* 0+W, verifies U(a1)=Om1 (see Remark 6.1 below).
Since q* 0+W belongs to the annihilator of ker D and that this
annihilator is ImD*, there exists a P # L2(D=q0 , , [a0 , a1]), such that q* 0+W
=P&L(P) (in fact (6.2) can be written as (U, J) H1=0 for all J # ker D)
and then there is such a P so that U=D*P=KP . Then {t U={t KP , that
is, q* 0+W=P&L(P). This shows that P # H1(M, D=, [a0 , a1]) and by
covariant derivative: {tq* 0+{t W={t P&{tL(P), or
{t q* 0&{t P&B*D(q* 0) P+ grad V b q0=0. (6.3)
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Proposition 6.1. A regular curve q0 # H 1(M, D, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) is a
vakonomic trajectory provided that there is a vector field P # H1(M, D=,
[a0 , a1]) such that
{t q* 0&{t P&B*D(q* 0) P+ grad V b q0=0.
Moreover P is unique.
Remark 6.1.
(a) Let J # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) and Q # L2(Tq0 M, [a0 , a1]).
Then
|
a1
a0
(J, Q) g dt=&|
a1
a0
({tJ, K) dt
where K is any element in K # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) such that {tK=Q. This
follows from the fact that J(a0)=0m0 and J(a1)=0m1 .
(b) Let J and Q as in (a). We want to represent a1a0 ({tJ, Q) dt as
an inner product (J, K) H 1 where K # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1). Since
(J, K) H 1=a1a0 ({tJ, {t K) dt, it is enough to find K such that {t K=Q
and K(a0)=0m0 , K(a1)=0m1 . That is in general impossible because the
Cauchy problem {tK=Q, K(a0)=0m0 , determines K. But observe that
J # Tq0H
1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) and that the orthogonal of this last space in
Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) is the space
CL=[R # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) : R(t)=U1(t)+tU2(t)]
(where U1 , U2 # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) and {t U1={t U2=0). So, if K0 #
Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) is such that (J, K0)H 1=a1a0 ({t J, Q) dt, then, for all
R # CL we will have (J, K0+R) H1=a1a0 ({tJ, Q) dt. But one can choose
U1 and U2 in R such that (K0+R)(a0)=0m0 , (K0+R)(a1)=0m1 , U1(a0)=
&K0(a0) and U1(a1)=&(1a2&a1)[K0(a1)+U1(a1)].
(c) In order to determine L(P) (resp. W ) we choose first a L0 #
Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1]) (resp. W # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1])) such that {t L0=B*D P
(resp. {t W= grad V b q0). Take Q=P&L0 (resp. Q=q* 0+W ) in (b)
above and construct KP # Tq0 H
1(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1) (resp. U # Tq0 H
1
(M, [a0 , a1], m0 , m1)) such that (J, KP) H 1=a1a0 ({t J, P&L0) dt (resp.
(J, U)H 1=a1a0 ({tJ, q* 0+W ) dt). Then take L(P)=P&{tKP (resp.
W={t U&q* 0).
Remark 6.2. One can see, from the last Proposition 6.1, that Eq. (6.3)
induces on TM=D_M D= a flow whose trajectories are of the type
(q* (t), P(t)). As we see the motions satisfying (6.3) that start at (q* (0), P(0))
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# D_M D
= will be compatible with D (in the sense that q* (t) # Dq(t) for all
t) and also P(t) # D=q(t) for all t.
The next result states that the above flow on D_M D
= is, in fact, the
flow of a Hamiltonian vector field.
Proposition 6.2. The equation {t q* + gradV b q={tP+B*D(q* ) P defines
on T*M a Hamiltonian vector field of Hamiltonian function H: T*M  R,
given by
H(:)=V(?T*M:)+ 12 sup[:(v)(v, v) : v # D&[0]], \: # T*M.
Proof. It is enough to consider the vector field XV defined on
TM=D_M D= by Eq. (6.3) and show that |0(+*XV , } )=dH( } ) where |0
is the canonical symplectic form of T*M and +: TM  T*M is the
diffeomorphism given by +(v)( } )=(v, } ) , for all v # TM. K
APPENDIX I
We will prove that q # H2(M, [a0 , a1]), needed in Proposition 4.1. The
question is local. Take t0 # [a0 , a1] and choose a smooth orthonormal
frame field (e1 , ..., en), n=dim M, in an open neighborhood U of q(t0) such
that (e1 , ..., em) is an orthonormal frame of D in U. Denote by (|1, ..., |n)
the corresponding coframe. Choosing ’ # H1Dq([a0 , a1]) with support in
] t0&=, t0+=[ where q(] t0&=, t0+=[)/U we have that
|
t0+=
t0&=
:
m
i=1
|i \Tqdt + |i ({t ’) dt=|
t0+=
t0&=
(grad V(q(t)), ’(t)) dt,
|i ({t ’)=d|i (’)dt+mj=1 |
i
j (
Tq
dt ) |
j (’), where | ij are the LeviCivita
connection forms (note that |:(’)=0 if m+1:n). Then for all
’ # H 1Dq([a0 , a1]), supp ’/]t0&=, t0+=[ one has
|
t0+=
t0&=
:
m
i=1
|i \Tqdt +
d|i (’)
dt
dt
=|
t0+=
t0&= _ :
m
i=1 _|
i (grad V(q(t))& :
m
j=1
| j \Tqdt + | ji \
Tq
dt +& |i (’)& dt.
We can take for the |i (’), 1im, arbitrary functions in H1(R) with
support in ]t0&=, t0+=[. Hence, last equality shows that the functions
|i ( Tqdt ) are in H
1(R), 1im, and that
d
dt \| i \
Tq
dt ++=&| i (grad V(q(t)))+ :
m
j=1
| j \Tqdt + | ji \
Tq
dt + .
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This states that for 1in
|i \{t Tqdt ++|i (grad V(q(t)))=0
(recall that | ij+|
j
i =0, for all 1i, jn).
APPENDIX II
Let 0 be an open subset of RN, endowed with a distribution D with con-
stant rank m. Let M/0 be a closed submanifold such that for any point
y # M, D y /Ty M. Then if q # H1(0, D , [a0 , a1], m0) and m0 # M, q has
values on M. It is clear that H1(M, D |M , [a0 , a1], m0) is contained in
H1(0, D , [a0 , a1], m0), so H1(M, D |M , [a0 , a1], m0)=H
1(0, D , [a0 , a1],
m0). Let TM=[t # [a0 , a1] : q(t) # M]. Since M is closed and q is
continuous, TM is closed in [a0 , a1]. TM contains a0 since q(a0)=m0 # M.
Assume that TM {[a0 , a1]. Let t =inf[t # [a0 , a1] : t  TM], a0t <a1 .
We can choose a (curvilinear) chart of RN, (O, x1 , ..., xm , y1 , ..., ys ,
z1 , ..., zu), m=rank D, m+s=n=dim M, such that:
(i) q(t ) # O, xi (q(t ))=0, yj (q(t ))=0, zk(q(t ))=0, 1im, 1 js,
1ku;
(ii) M & O=[z1= } } } =zu=0];
(iii) D q(t )=[dy1= } } } =dys=dz1= } } } =dzu=0].
Restricting O, if necessary, we can assume that D =[dy=Adx, dz=B dx],
where A: O  Mat(s_m) and B: O  Mat(u_m) are two smooth matrix
valued functions. The fact that D y /Ty M for all y # M can be expressed as
B(x, y, 0)=0 for all (x, y, 0) # O. Restricting O again, there exist smooth
matrix valued functions Bk : O  Mat(u_m) such that B=uk=1 zk Bk . Let
Q be a closed ball centered at q(t ) of positive radius, such that Q/O.
There exists =0>0 such that q(t) # Q if t # [t &=, t +=]. Let !(t)=x(q(t)),
’(t)= y(q(t)) and z(t)=’(t) for t # [t &=, t +=]. Then if t # [t &=, t +=],
z(t)=tt [
u
k=1 zk({) Bk(!({), ’({), z({))
d!({)
d{ ] d{. (Since TM is closed, t # TM
and z(t )=0). Since Q is compact, there exists a constant C>0 such that
&Bk( p) v&uC- u &v&m for all 1ku, p # Q, v # Rm; here & &u (resp. & &m)
means the Euclidean norm in Ru (resp. Rm). Hence on [t &=0 , t +=0] we have
&z(t)&u } |
t
t _
C
- u
:
u
k=1
|zk({)| "d!({)d{ "m& d{ }
C } |
t
t _&z({)&u "
d!({)
d{ "m& d{ } .
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Let ==min[=0 , 14 (C
2  t +=0t &
d!({)
d{ &
2
u d{)
&1] and let +=sup[&z(t)&u ,
t tt +=]. Therefore for all t # [t , t +=],
&z(t)&uC+ - = \|
t +=0
t "
d!({)
d{ "
2
m
d{+
12

+
2
and so we get + +2 . Hence +=0 and q(t) # M for all t # [t , t +=]. This
contradicts the definition of t .
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